abstract: Meta-analysis has contributed substantially to shifting paradigms in ecology and has become the primary method for quantitatively synthesizing published research. However, an emerging challenge is the lack of a statistical protocol to synthesize studies and evaluate sources of bias while simultaneously accounting for phylogenetic nonindependence of taxa. Phylogenetic nonindependence arises from homology, the similarity of taxa due to shared ancestry, and treating related taxa as independent data violates assumptions of statistics. Given that an explicit goal of meta-analysis is to generalize research across a broad range of taxa, then phylogenetic nonindependence may threaten conclusions drawn from such reviews. Here I outline a statistical framework that integrates phylogenetic information into conventional meta-analysis when (a) taking a weighted average of effect sizes using fixed-and random-effects models and (b) testing for homogeneity of variances. I also outline how to test evolutionary hypotheses with meta-analysis by describing a method that evaluates phylogenetic conservatism and a modelselection framework that competes neutral and adaptive hypotheses to explain variation in meta-analytical data. Finally, I address several theoretical and practical issues relating to the application and availability of phylogenetic information for meta-analysis.
Introduction
Closely related taxa are more similar in morphology, physiology, behavior, and ecology than distantly related taxa (Harvey and Purvis 1991) . This similarity resulting from shared phylogenetic history is a problem when analyzing data from a diversity of taxa because it violates two statistical assumptions. First, data are drawn from independent samples; phylogenetic history introduces a correlated structure to data because taxa form a nested hierarchy of phylogenetic relationships (Felsenstein 1985 1990). Second, data are sampled from a population with a normal distribution with a common variance; sampling data with a phylogenetic structure can yield different variance structures because lineages within phylogenies may have evolved at different rates (Pagel 1992 (Pagel , 1999 . Given that an explicit goal of recent meta-analyses on trade-offs (Koricheva et al. 2004) , trophic cascades (Borer et al. 2005) , and invasive biology (Parker et al. 2006 ) is to generalize and explain contingency in research across a broad range of taxa, then violating these assumptions may threaten the validity of conclusions drawn from such reviews.
Here I provide a general mathematical formulation of Adams's (2008) approach for integrating phylogenetic information into meta-analysis by unifying the statistics of meta-analysis and the comparative phylogenetic method. This unification is possible because both are special cases of the generalized least squares theory (Hedges and Olkin 1985; Cooper and Hedges 1994; Rohlf 2001) . This more general formulation provides phylogenetically independent versions of all the most commonly used statistics in ecological meta-analysis, such as fixed-and random-effects models for pooling effect sizes and homogeneity tests (for a general text, see Hedges and Olkin 1985) .
However, this general model for integrating phylogenetic information into meta-analysis also significantly extends the scope of quantitative reviews: now the evolutionary processes responsible for generating the diversity of experimental responses across taxa can be evaluated. For instance, phylogenetic conservatism or similarity due to shared ancestry is expected to obscure adaptive similarities resulting from convergent evolution (Schluter 2000) . A phylogenetically independent meta-analysis has thus the conceptual advantage of distinguishing between evolutionary convergence of experimental responses among taxa and the alternative that responses are shared simply because of common ancestry.
To test evolutionary hypotheses with meta-analysis, I introduce diagnostics to evaluate phylogenetic conservatism and describe a model selection framework that contrasts neutral and adaptive hypotheses with meta-analytical data (Butler and King 2004) . This evolutionary framework differs from the more common practice of using comparative analysis solely as a control for phylogenetic "pseudoreplication" (see Westoby et al. 1995b; Ricklefs and Starck 1996) , because statistical models with and without phylogenetic information serve as competing hypotheses to explain variation in research outcomes. Reviewers need to think beyond simply phylogenetically correcting metaanalyses and should start explicitly recognizing that phylogenetic history may be an important explanatory variable for the diversity of experimental responses across taxa.
Previous Approaches to Phylogenetic Nonindependence
Pooling studies from multiple taxa is meaningful only as long as the hierarchical relationship of taxa is recognized as a potential bias. One common approach to evaluate bias is to group studies by taxonomic rank (e.g., Linnean groups such as orders or families) and then treat these subsets as moderator variables in meta-analysis. Moderator variables are a necessary component of ecological meta-analysis because they serve as explanatory variables for heterogeneity in experimental outcomes (Hedges and Olkin 1985; Gurevitch and Hedges 1999) . A similar method evaluates the sensitivity of meta-analysis to taxonomic bias by sequentially excluding groups of studies belonging to specific taxonomic ranks (e.g., Lajeunesse and Forbes 2002) . Verdú and Traveset (2004, 2005) outline a more sophisticated approach to evaluating bias by contrasting the results from a conventional weighted regression model (a form of meta-analysis) to a range of results simulated using phylogenetic information . The function of these simulations is to provide phylogenetically independent critical values (e.g., F-tests) for hypothesis testing.
Although these approaches are useful to determine the presence of bias in meta-analysis, they do not explicitly use phylogenetic information to pool meta-analytical data; instead, phylogenetic history is used indirectly to assess the validity of traditional meta-analysis. Adams (2008) provided the first approach to directly integrate phylogenetic information into meta-analysis. Here the metaanalytical data are first converted into phylogenetically independent data using a generalized least squares (GLS) transformation method (see Garland and Ives 2000) , and then a meta-analysis is performed using a second (weighted regression) GLS model. Adams's (2008) approach characterizes what is desired when pooling metaanalytical data; that is, (a) data are weighted by their relative sampling error (this weighting is fundamental to meta-analysis), and (b) data from closely related taxa are weighted less heavily in the overall analysis.
However, Adams's (2008) approach has limited application for meta-analysis because the statistical tools necessary to evaluate bias and test hypotheses (e.g., homogeneity tests) are missing. In addition, the GLS phylogenetic transformation method has an effect of converting meta-analytical data into evolutionary units. This change in units makes the comparison with pooled results from traditional meta-analysis impossible (Butler and King 2004) and also reduces the effectiveness of the weights used to penalize studies during meta-analysis (for further details, see appendix in the online edition of the American Naturalist). However, what is gleaned from Adams's phylogenetic meta-analysis is that the statistics of meta-analysis and the comparative method share a common GLS framework. Below, I outline an alternative mathematical formulation of Adams's (2008) method that unifies the weighting schemes of meta-analysis and the comparative method under a single GLS model. This approach offers all the familiar meta-analytical statistics necessary to perform a rigorous quantitative review (e.g., fixed-and randomeffects models for pooling results, assessing heterogeneity, etc.).
Nonindependence and Expected Variance
Synthesizing experiments based on taxa with a shared phylogenetic history violates the assumption of independence because data have a correlated structure: taxa form a nested hierarchy of phylogenetic relationships such that their traits and characteristics do not have an independent origin. In meta-analysis, the units of analysis are effect sizes-a statistical measure of the magnitude and direction of experimental outcomes-and examples can be envisioned where effect sizes are phylogenetically correlated. Consider an effect size that quantifies the magnitude of an experimental outcome using a control and treatment mean (i.e., Hedges's d or ; for examples, see Van ln RR Zandt and Mopper 1997) . Here the means are derived from species traits, and these traits may be phylogenetically conserved. For example, body size is often used as a surrogate for fitness, and for many animals, body size is phylogenetically conserved such that closely related species or whole lineages tend to share similar sizes. The second bias can occur if the effect sizes themselves are phylogenetically conserved, such as phenotypic responses to multiple environments or among taxa with sexual dimorphism. It is known, for example, that the magnitude and direction of size dimorphism (females 1 males, or females ! males) is dependent on the mating system of a lineage (e.g., polygamy or monogamy; Björklund 1997). These issues are further exacerbated should mating system itself be a homologous trait. These origins of phylogenetic correlations may not be independent but would generate similar bias for meta-analysis; studies using related species for experimentation may yield similar study outcomes (effect sizes).
The second statistical assumption invalidated by data with a phylogenetic structure is that sampling occurs from a normally distributed population with an expected variance. Sampling from a phylogeny can generate data with different variances because lineages within a phylogeny may evolve at different rates or may have had more time to evolve (Harvey and Pagel 1991) . Variance here is defined as the rate of evolutionary change within a phylogeny, and comparative analyses typically make assumptions about how lineages evolve to meet the statistical assumption of an expected variance (hereafter evolutionary variance). For instance, the widely used Felsenstein (1985) phylogenetically independent contrasts method assumes that evolution proceeds as a Brownian motion (BM) process (e.g., random drift) and uses information on phylogenetic branch lengths to calculate the expected evolutionary variance of change. This is because BM evolution predicts that long branches can accumulate more change and that evolutionary rates are the same throughout the phylogeny (and thus all taxa have the same expected variance of change; see Felsenstein 1985) . Thus, to satisfy both assumptions of independence and common evolutionary variance, Felsenstein's approach transforms raw data into a set of contrasts that have zero (phylogenetic) covariance and standardizes these contrasts to have equal (evolutionary rate) variance (using the square root of the sum of all phylogenetic branch lengths as the expected variance of change).
Although BM forms the basis for nearly all phylogenetic comparative statistics (Cheverud et al. 1985; Felsenstein 1985; Maddison 1990; Martins and Garland 1991; Pagel 1997) , it is a model that oversimplifies the process of evolution. For instance, BM assumes that character change is independent within each lineage and that the character variance among lineages will increase with time (Martins 1994 ). Yet selection is an important force in character change among taxa, and a more complete evolutionary model should account for this force. Hansen (1997) proposed an alternative stochastic model by means of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process, which assumes that natural selection also contributes to character change. Because OU explicitly models selection as a force for change within a phylogeny, then under some parameters of selection (i.e., stabilizing selection) it is expected that the evolutionary variance in traits will remain bounded and constant through time. This effect can meet the statistical assumption of homogeneity of evolutionary variances (Hansen 1997) . Later, I describe how these different models of evolution serve as competing neutral (BM) and adaptive (OU) hypotheses for explaining evolutionary variation in research outcomes across taxa.
A Primer on Meta-Analysis and the Comparative Method
One purpose of meta-analysis is to statistically weight study outcomes by their inverse sampling variance to control for within-study sampling error (see Lajeunesse and Forbes 2003) . This downweighting is important because studies with large sampling variances or small sample sizes are sensitive to sampling error-perhaps under-or overestimating effect sizes. The comparative phylogenetic method, however, uses phylogenetic information during the regression of traits to control for shared ancestry of taxa (Felsenstein 1985) and to test explicit models of evolution (Pagel 1999) . Again, a weighting scheme is used to penalize data; taxa stemming from short branches on phylogenies have their data downweighted because they may not represent independent pieces of information (e.g., not enough time for derived characteristics to change). To assist with the following sections, a roundup of the various terms and symbols used is shown in table 1.
What unites meta-analysis and the comparative phylogenetic method is that they are both special cases of the generalized theory of least squares (Adams 2008). Statistics based on ordinary least squares (OLS), such as regression and ANOVA, have several assumptions (for a general text, see Groß 2003) , but the two of interest here are that effect sizes (the independent variable) share a common sampling variance (are homoscedastic) and are uncorrelated (statistically independent). A way of illustrating these assumptions using matrix notation is
where E is a column vector of k number of effect k # 1 sizes ( ), which are assumed to be normally distributed d ( ) with an expected mean of and sampling variancē N Xd of . The expected mean ( ) of E designates the av2j I X d eraging behavior of effect sizes. How effect sizes are averaged is defined by the design matrix X. Typically for meta-analysis, a pooled (average) effect size ( ) is generd ated by codifying X as a column vector of 1s. The k # 1 sampling variance of effect sizes ( ) is known as the 2 j I scalar variance-covariance matrix (i.e., ),
Var [E] p j I and this matrix defines how effect sizes are correlated. The identity matrix I indicates that the observed variances for each effect size are uncorrelated and share a common sampling variance ( ). 2 j The method of generalized least squares is a statistical framework that directly addresses violations due to nonindependence and heteroscedasticity of data or, more precisely, instances where . These violations are 2
Var (E) ( j I explicitly modeled in a covariance matrix ( ) such k # k S that the expected distribution of effect sizes is now 
For instance, traditional meta-analysis has a matrix S containing the sampling variances of each effect size on its main diagonal-modeling a weighted least 2 j (d) squares regression where effect sizes with large variances are penalized during the pooling of effect sizes. This codification of differs from the comparative method, which S uses all off-diagonal elements (covariances) of to ac-S count for the correlated evolution history of taxa, thereby giving less weight to taxa that are more closely related to other taxa when fitting a regression line through their data (see Pagel 1997 Pagel , 1999 . Thus, the elements of can be S formulated to serve the interests of both meta-analysis (weighting by sampling error) and the comparative method (weighting by relatedness).
Statistical Framework
The following framework is divided into three sections. I first describe how to define the elements of the covari-S ance matrix to account for phylogenetic nonindependence and to study heteroscedasticity. I then apply this matrix to a GLS framework to calculate a phylogenetically independent meta-analysis of effect sizes. The final section extends this GLS framework to test neutral and adaptive evolutionary hypotheses with meta-analysis. An illustrative example of the use and interpretation of these methods is found in the appendix. Note that all the outlined methods can be applied to any metric of effect sizes that has a known variance. For examples of different effect sizes, see Van Zandt and Mopper (1997) 
Covariance Matrix and Bias
Here I model both heteroscedasticity and phylogenetic correlations in a single covariance matrix ( ). Heteroscedas-S ticity is first modeled on the main diagonal of , which S contains the effect size variances for each ith effect
This modeling is the same as in d i traditional meta-analysis, where effect sizes with large sampling variances are weighted less heavily because they may represent inaccurate estimates of the "true" population effect size (Hedges and Olkin 1985) . The second bias of phylogenetic nonindependence is modeled on all the offdiagonals of , which contain the between-study covari-S ances (Cov). Here, the covariances measure how effect sizes vary together based on correlated phylogenetic history (as described in the P correlation matrix) and are calculated for each pair of effect sizes:
The following is a more formal description of the symmetric covariance matrix with elements in its S i p rows and columns:
Taking the inverse of yields a weight matrix (Groß 2003) , S but for simplicity I will continue to refer to as the S covariance matrix. Further details on the statistical background of equation (3) and and how this approach S relates to Adams's (2008) phylogenetic meta-analysis are found in the appendix.
Correlation Matrix and Phylogenetic History
The P matrix contains the correlations among effect sizes due to the shared phylogenetic history of taxa. The strengths of these correlations are often defined as the phylogenetic branch length (b) distance between taxawhere, for example, the total branch lengths for each species are on the main diagonal, and the shared distance between species are all off-diagonals of the matrix. Defining the P matrix this way assumes the purely neutral BM model of evolution and is specifically coded as
Here denotes the phylogenetic branch length, where b the total distance from the root to tip is and total shared b b
is the branch length that taxon i shares with taxon j. Rohlf (2001) provides an example of the P BM matrix. Comparative methods based on GLS often treat this distance matrix as the covariance matrix (e.g., ; see Rohlf BM S p P 2001). This matrix also forms the basis for Adams's (2008) approach to including phylogenetic information into meta-analysis.
Another useful correlation matrix described by Hansen and Martins (1996) and Hansen (1997) assumes an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (OU; see also Gardiner 1985) . Unlike the BM model, which predicts a negative linear relationship between phylogenetic correlations and divergence time, OU assumes that closely related clades are exponentially more similar to one another than to more distantly related taxa (see fig. 1 ). The rate of this exponential change increases in lineages undergoing strong selection, with selection acting to erase ancestral or derived constraints (Hansen 1997) . Under the OU model, P is defined as
Here selection ( ) is used to model phylogenetic corb relations and can range from 0 to infinity. An important feature of P OU is that it converges to P BM when the strength of selection nears 0 ( ). Later I discuss how to estimate b r 0 selection and how the nestedness of P BM in P OU allows the sequential hypothesis testing of neutral and adaptive evolutionary models (sensu Butler and King 2004) .
There are two issues that should be considered before P BM and P OU are used to calculate effect size covariances. First, the covariance equation (3) assumes that all the diagonal correlations of P are equal and that all nondiagonals do not equal or exceed these diagonal correlations (Hedges and Olkin 1985) . This assumption controls for computational issues during matrix inversion (e.g., the matrix must be positive definite; Groß 2003) . Second, BM and OU assume a relationship with time ( fig. 1 ). To satisfy these assumptions, only ultrametric trees (e.g., chronograms where tips of the phylogeny are aligned or contemporaneous) should be used to code the phylogenetic correlation matrix P. The timescale of the ultrametric tree does not have to be absolute but should at least contain information on the relative divergence time between taxa. Thus, it is necessary to standardize the P matrix with
Equation (7) is equivalent to standardizing (dividing) the elements of the P matrix by b total (see Pagel 1994) but has an added control to standardize P to fit statistical assumptions even when the phylogenetic tree is not ultrametric. Finally, standardizing the P correlation matrix to these values has the practical effect of allowing for the direct comparison between the pooled effect size with and without phylogenetic correlations.
Phylogenetically Independent Mean Effect Sizes and Variances
Now that the covariance matrix is modeled to account S for heteroscedacity and phylogenetic correlations (either P BM or P OU ), we can estimate a phylogenetically independent weighted mean effect size ( ) with the standard GLS P d regression equation:
which has a variance of
Here, the design matrix is a column vector of X k # 1 1s, and is a column vector k number of effect E k # 1 sizes ( ). To evaluate whether is nonzero, 95% confi-P d d dence intervals (CIs) should be used and are calculated as follows:
. (10) [ ] An additional advantage of 95% CIs is that they provide information on the statistical power of meta-analysis: broad 95% CIs indicate a poor ability to detect a nonzero should it exist (see Nakagawa and Cuthill 2007 
( 1 1 ) R This test is based on a distribution with 1 degree of 2 x freedom, such that if , then there is not enough
evidence to indicate that differs from 0 (Hedges 1992).
P d
Reductions to the main diagonal and off-diagonal elements of will also yield other important mean effect S sizes (for additional details, see appendix). For instance, reducing all off-diagonal elements of to 0, such that S , will treat effect sizes as in-
1 k dependent and thus generate the traditional weighted mean effect size ( ) when applied to equation (8) . A second d reduction of the main diagonal elements to 1s will result in . Applying I to equation (8) will yield a simple S p I arithmetic mean of effect sizes ( ). m
Homogeneity Test for Phylogenetically Independent Effect Sizes
Homogeneity statistics (Q H ) determine whether withinstudy sampling error can explain the observed variation among a collection of effect sizes (Hedges and Olkin 1985) . If sampling error is the primary source of variation (e.g., nonsignificant Q H ), then and effect
sizes can be pooled; however, a significant Q H indicates that further exploration of the data is needed to explain heterogeneity among effect sizes. The appendix describes how to use a moderator variable to explore variation and how to use a phylogenetically independent random-effects model when effect sizes continue to fail homogeneity tests. Calculation of a homogeneity test ( ) for phylogeneti-P Q H cally independent effect sizes is as follows:
H R where if then the observed variation is due
to sampling error.
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A Diagnostic for Taxonomic Bias
A common heuristic used to assess taxonomic bias when pooling effect sizes is to calculate the percentage of studies based on a specific taxonomic group. For example, 70% of k studies were based on invertebrates. The caveat of this example is that other taxonomic groups such as vertebrates are underrepresented in the literature, and thus, the pooled effect size will favor the outcomes of invertebrate research. However, given that equation (8) has information on the weights due to sampling precision and phylogenetic correlations (found in weight matrix ),
Ϫ1
S then partitioning these weights among taxonomic ranks will give more information on the actual contribution of these classes during the meta-analysis of effect sizes.
Estimating the overall contribution (quantified as the percentage of the overall weight on the pooled effect size) for m number of taxonomic ranks (e.g., order or family) is as follows:
where W is the column vector containing the perm # 1 centage weight of each rank (where the sum of its elements will equal 100%) and Z is a column vector conk # 1 taining 0.01. The Z matrix serves the purpose for calculating percentages. Finally, X is the design matrix with m number of ranks, where each rank is a column containing 1 if the taxa belongs to that rank and 0 otherwise. For example, if a meta-analysis has three taxa and two belong to the same genus, then the design matrix (here
Much like when pooling effect sizes with equation (8), different percentages can be estimated based on the design of the covariance matrix . Assuming that in equa-S S p I tion (13) will yield the weight of each taxonomic class if each taxon (effect size) is evenly weighted (e.g., not weighted by sample precision or phylogenetic correlations). Following the example above, the raw percentage weights for the two genera are . Assum-
1 k meta-analysis, will yield the overall weighting of each rank relative to their sample precision, whereas assuming that will further adjust these weights based on their BM S p S phylogenetic correlations. Interpreting the percentages in W is straightforward: a high percentage indicates a greater weight of the effect sizes in that taxonomic class when pooling effect sizes.
Detecting a Phylogenetic Signal among Effect Sizes
Testing for a phylogenetic signal is good practice in comparative analysis (Freckleton et al. 2002) and should be part of any meta-analysis that includes information on phylogenetic history. Estimating a phylogenetic signal is a test of phylogenetic conservatism (also known as phylogenetic inertia) and determines the degree to which related taxa tend to be more similar than distantly related species.
Knowing the degree to which data are phylogenetically conserved allows for a more informative interpretation of phylogenetically independent results (Björklund 1997) : strong phylogenetic signal may indicate strong bias due to phylogenetic nonindependence (e.g., strong phylogenetic correlations in P). When traits show little phylogenetic conservatism, they are considered evolutionarily labile and appear distributed randomly among the tips of a phylogeny. Pagel (1994) formally defines phylogenetic conservatism as the degree to which data fit the BM model of evolution: that the phylogenetic correlations among effect sizes are linearly related with time of divergence between the taxa for which they are based (see fig. 1 ). As nears 1 ( l lr ), then effect sizes are distributed phylogenetically as ex-1 pected by BM, whereas when , then data are ranl r 0 domly distributed and uncorrelated (e.g., no conservatism). Here, is treated as a scaling factor that transforms l the correlations among taxa from having no signal (no correlation) to having a full signal (full correlations as predicted by P BM ):
Approaches to evaluate the contribution of can use l either a manual or a maximum likelihood (ML) approach that optimizes to effect sizes (Pagel 1994 (Pagel , 1997 . The l manual approach adopts a "T-shirt" philosophy, where a range of small (no correlation or ), medium l p 0 ( ), and large (full correlation or ) values of l p 0.5 l p 1 are plugged into P BM . These transformed phylogenetic l correlation matrices ( ) are then applied to meta-BM(l) P analysis (e.g., starting with eq. [8] ). For instance, using to calculate a pooled effect size will generate the BM(lp0) P traditional weighted (nonphylogenetically corrected) mean effect size ( ). d Alternatively, can be optimized via ML. This method l finds the best that minimizes the residual sums of squares l (SSE) of the model and thus can provide more information on whether the phylogenetic conservatism of effect sizes is closer 0 or 1. Under assumptions of normality among effect sizes (E), the least squares likelihood ( ) of is
and . Finally, is the pooled
(unweighted) effect size with a variance of under 2j (m ) BM(l) the BM model. The ML estimate of (hereafter ) is found l l by linear optimization, where, for instance, equations (16)- (18) are calculated for values of ranging from l 0.0001 to 1 and where the smallest value of (with the L least amount of error) is chosen for . Once is found,l l it is then applied to . Irrespective of whether thê BM(l) P manual or ML approach is taken, all of the above effect size statistics (e.g., pooled effect size) will be fitted conditionally on or .
l l
Estimating a Signal of Selection and Drift
I previously outlined how to model the phylogenetic correlation matrix P using an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. I now extend this evolutionary model into a more formal framework to evaluate the contribution of selection ( ) b and drift ( ) in explaining evolutionary variation in reh search outcomes. These evolutionary parameters are useful for meta-analysis because they will provide the basis for testing neutral and adaptive hypotheses. I avoid theory when possible and present only the equations necessary to calculate ; for further information on background and b derivation, see work by Hansen (1997) and Butler and King (2004) .
The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process models the strength of phylogenetic correlations using selection (see fig. 1 ). It assumes that drift acts to push effect sizes away from an adaptive optimum (e.g., a peak in a fitness landscape) and that selection counteracts this drift from the optimum. In the absence of selection ( ), the OU model collapses b r 0 to BM. Estimating the contribution of selection in explaining variation among effect sizes is similar to estimating a phylogenetic signal ( ): this parameter can be fit l via a manual or ML approach. For instance, a range of small, medium, and large values of selection (e.g., b p ) are incorporated into P OU and then applied to 0.1, 1, 10 meta-analysis (e.g., starting with eq. [3] ). The ML estimate of selection ( ) is optimized to effect sizes using equationŝ b (16)-(18), but P OU is applied instead of P BM . However, a nonlinear optimization method is required to estimate selection because does not fit linearly in equation (17).
b Statistical languages such as R provide nonlinear optimization libraries that are useful to solve this issue. Again, all of the effect size statistics (e.g., pooled effect size, homogeneity test) are fitted conditionally on selection.
Under the OU model, the intensity of drift ( ) is the h rate at which phylogenetic correlations are lost among taxa. This intensity can be illustrated in figure 1 as the full (BM) line converging to a null slope. Hansen (1997) estimates as being conditional on selection, and it is calh culated directly from the residual sums of squares (SSE) of a GLS model with as follows: bÔ
where m is the column rank of X.
Moderator Variables as Adaptive Optima
Moderator variables are important for evaluating bias and testing hypotheses with meta-analysis (see appendix; Cooper and Hedges 1994). They function as explanatory variables for variation among effect sizes. Here, I outline how to modify moderator variables to test whether they can also serve as adaptive explanatory variables. This is possible because when estimating phylogenetic correlations, the OU model assumes that effect sizes are maintained near an adaptive (fitness) optimum through selection (Hansen 1997) . It is further assumed that selection ( ) will act to b release ancestral constraints on adaptation by pushing taxa to evolve toward a new primary (adaptive) optimum and the strength of will determine the rate at which taxa b evolve from the ancestral to the primary (contemporaneous) optimum ( fig. 1 ). Should moderator groupings had functioned as adaptive optima throughout the evolutionary history of taxa, then the (contemporaneous) effect sizes should also contain a signature of selection relative to the position of these optima. Thus, by hypothesizing (a) multiple optima using moderator variables and (b) their relative positioning in the phylogeny (e.g., whether they are primary or ancestral), it is possible to test whether these moderator variables have been adaptive for the taxa (e.g., have functioned as true optima). This is done evaluating whether a signature of selection can be recovered from effect sizes based on these hypothesized optima (Hansen 1997; Butler and King 2004; Hansen et al. 2008) .
To generate an OU model with m number of adaptive optima ( ), the design matrix (X) of equation (8) v k # m is modeled to weight effect sizes based on these optima. These weights are based on the time spent at each optimum, such that taxa evolving under a primary optimum will have their effect sizes weighted more heavily than taxa evolving under an ancestral optimum. Using this new X matrix in equation (8) will yield weighted averages among moderator groups, where more weight will be given to effect sizes from taxa evolving under the primary optimum. Using ML (via eq.
[16]), we can then estimate whether there is a signature of selection based on these moderator groups. For example, if hypothesizing a particular grouping resulted in a strong signature of selection (e.g., ), then these moderator groups serve as good b r 0 adaptive explanations for the phylogenetic patterning of effect sizes.
There are several ways to model moderator variables as adaptive optima. However, the elements of X for all models can be generalized as
i, m where for each ith taxon, and are the start and start end v v end of a period throughout the phylogeny occupied by this optimum. The phylogenetic branch length relative to and of each optimum (designated by ) will start end v v v b form the weighting scheme: effect sizes derived from taxa evolving for long periods under the primary optimum will be weighted more heavily than taxa evolving under the ancestral optimum. Similar to modifying the design matrix to conduct a one-way ANOVA, the sum of elements of each row vector of X must equal 1, and the global sum of all the elements of X will equal k (Groß 2003) .
Examples of coding the elements of X with two adaptive optima are found in figure 2, but more complex models can also be hypothesized. For instance, we can assume that the ancestral optimum is unknown and that there are two primary optima derived from this unknown. Here a third column in X will designate the unknown (ancestral) optimum, with elements equaling , and the remaining total Ϫbb i e columns will include the distances relative to the first and second primary optima to this unknown (e.g., 
Model Selection among Competing Evolutionary Hypotheses
The above framework generates multiple evolutionary hypotheses to explain evolutionary variation among effect sizes-from simple neutral models to more elaborate explanations with multiple adaptive optima. These models have a design based on an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Hansen 1997; Butler and King 2004) and serve as competing hypotheses to explain evolutionary variation among effect sizes. To determine the best fit of these models, Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) values are compared, with the lowest AIC chosen as the best fit. This approach differs from the more common application of likelihood-ratio tests to contrast different evolutionary hypotheses in comparative analysis (see Pagel 1997) . The AIC scores are more useful for evolutionary meta-analysis because of the potentially large number of evolutionary hypotheses that could be generated using OU models. The AIC scores also avoid problems relating to the sequential testing of multiple hypotheses within a nested design, such as making assumptions about which model will serve as the null hypothesis and the subsequent statistical nonindependence of comparisons resulting from shared null hypotheses (see Cohen 1994 ). Each evolutionary model predicts a different way effect sizes can be phylogenetically correlated (P), and these models form a nested hierarchy of hypotheses illustrated as follows:
where indicates that the left hypothesis is a subset of O the one to the right and where the symbols above are O evolutionary parameters ( and ) used to parameterize l b the fit of the proceeding model. An empirical example of the nestedness of different evolutionary models is found in the appendix. The relative fit of each model is evaluated with an AIC score
Here the likelihood estimate ( ) of each GLS model (see L eq.
[16]) forms the basis for model selection. This approach penalizes models with high error (low fit) in describing the data and models that use multiple evolutionary parameters to describe data (e.g., P
OU(m)
). For instance, should , then pooling effect
with a model without phylogenetic correlations was more effective in minimizing statistical error than a model assuming phylogenetic correlations under a BM process.
Discussion
The framework outlined in this article serves to improve the statistical inference of meta-analysis based on research from multiple taxa. However, several theoretical and practical issues relating to the application of phylogenetic information need discussion. One issue that will affect the ability of meta-analysis to test evolutionary hypotheses is the availability and ease of analysis of information used to connect evolutionary relationships. For example, I could find useful molecular data for only half of the species found in a published meta-analysis (see appendix). This lack of information resulted in a significant subsampling of the studies from the original review. Clearly, publication bias is already known to affect the sampling of studies used in meta-analysis-where nonsignificant or marginally significant research is less likely to be published and thus less likely to be included in meta-analyses (e.g., a file drawer problem; see Arnqvist and Wooster 1995) . What is less clear is whether excluding research from species lacking phylogenetic information can exacerbate this bias. If the reasons why species lacked phylogenetic information were random, then their omission from meta-analysis would not cause additional bias or at least not exacerbate publication bias; it would only erode statistical power because fewer effect sizes would be available for review (Rosenthal 1991) . However, investigator bias in the genes or species used for phylogenetic construction (e.g., using only model species or single representative species for an entire genus; Hillis 1998; Wiens 2003) and bias in how this information is reported in publications or public databases (Leebens-Mack et al. 2006) will likely contribute to nonrandom gaps in phylogenetic information.
The taxonomic composition of effect size data can further bias the statistical inference of meta-analysis. The effect size data will likely be based on a collection of taxa with a nonrandom paraphyletic (e.g., a collection of insect orders) or polyphyletic structure (e.g., only taxa where there is published research). This composition can arise from natural differences in species richness and diversity of taxa or from taxon and publication bias in researchwhere taxa from model systems are more likely to be studied and show significant results because more information is known to control for experimental bias (Clark and May 2002; Cassey et al. 2004 ). In the example outlined in the appendix, many of species included in the meta-analysis were agricultural pests. A nonrandom (phylogenetic) sample may also yield a collection of distantly related taxathis would result in small phylogenetic correlations and little observable difference between a phylogenetically controlled and traditional meta-analysis (e.g., S tionary hypotheses with a phylogenetically nonrandom sample will further bias the ability of statistical tests to detect evolutionary signals should they exist-magnifying problems associated with poor sample size (Freckleton et al. 2002) and data type (e.g., morphological vs. behavioral; see Blomberg et al. 2003) .
To improve the sample size of evolutionary metaanalysis and to reduce subsampling biases, less restrictive criteria for assembling phylogenetic relationships can be applied (e.g., integrating information from published phylogenies or Linnean rankings). Using simulations, Freckleton et al. (2002) found that coarse phylogenetic information may still improve statistical inferences and the description of the data-despite evolutionary relationships having numerous polytomies or lacking information on relative divergence times (see Purvis and Garland 1993) . A balance must be met between restricting analyses to taxa with precise phylogenetic information and expanding the scope of the review by including numerous taxa with coarse phylogenetic correlations. This is a problem similar to when effect size metrics that require multiple pieces of information to quantify research outcomes are used over less restrictive metrics. Here again, studies lacking information are excluded from reviews. Using simulations, however, Lajeunesse and Forbes (2003) found that metaanalyses based on few but high-precision data had improved error rates because more within-study information was used to control for bias. Evolutionary meta-analysis will also likely benefit from this effect: the addition of phylogenetic information should improve statistical inference by decreasing Type I errors due to nonindependence (see Harvey and Purvis 1991; Purvis and Garland 1993) .
Given these issues, when should reviewers integrate phylogenetic information into ecological meta-analysis? Reviews where the units of analysis are communities or ecosystems, for example, are the least likely to be biased by phylogenetic nonindependence-given that experimental outcomes are a composite of biotic and abiotic effects. The greatest potential for bias will occur when there is a single effect size per species and when there is a strong phylogenetic signal of experimental responses between these species. Unfortunately, there is the philosophy to wave off "phylogenetically controlled" analyses should data lack a phylogenetic signal (Westoby et al. 1995a (Westoby et al. , 1995c . This should be avoided because failing to detect a signal may be more of a statistical than a biological issue (see Martins 2000) . For instance, there is continued difficulty in recovering phylogenetic signals from small phylogenies (Freckleton et al. 2002) . It also remains unknown how the associated error due to incomplete taxon sampling and publication bias will further affect the ability to detect phylogenetic signals for meta-analytical data. To reflect these limitations, a philosophy that explicitly recognizes phylogenetic relationships should be used-even when effect sizes show no phylogenetic signal. Remember that testing for a phylogenetic signal is the same as evaluating the fit of a BM model to data (see Pagel 1997) , and thus it is possible to integrate this test within a model selection framework (see example in appendix). This approach avoids making research decisions based solely on the significance testing of phylogenetic signals (e.g., not pursuing evolutionary analyses) and provides more information on which evolutionary model (with and without phylogenetic information) is better at describing variation among effects sizes (see Butler and King 2004) . Finally, the model selection framework outlined in this article uses moderator variables to test hypotheses on adaptive evolution. Moderator variables are modeled as adaptive optima (e.g., local maxima or peaks in an adaptive landscape), and these optima are hypothesized sources of variation among effect sizes. This optimality approach (based on OU process) avoids having to estimate ancestral states when hypothesizing the evolution and distribution of effect sizes (Webster and Purvis 2002) . This is because the evolutionary processes modeling phylogenetic correlations and adaptive optima (e.g., pure drift and stabilizing selection) do not need explicit hypotheses on the optimal states of internodes found in phylogenetic trees. However, defining the states of these internodes, by using ancestral state reconstruction or heuristically hypothesizing plausible intermediate evolutionary transitions, would allow for evolutionary meta-analysis to test hypotheses on direction selection. Directional selection can be integrated in evolutionary meta-analysis by modifying the design matrix (see fig. 2 ) to include these intermediate transitional optima. However, only the most parsimonious directional model (with the fewest number of evolutionary transitions and intermediate optima) should be applied to the model selection framework. Otherwise, the directional model will always fair poorly during model selection because models with numerous optima have severely penalized AIC scores.
Conclusions
Meta-analysis is a retrospective endeavor-and the lessons learned from synthesizing published research should serve as a stepping point for future experiments. Testing evolutionary hypotheses with meta-analysis can reveal phylogenetic signals in experimental responses across taxa and help distinguish whether these signals are due to neutral and adaptive processes. This information should feed back into a comparative approach to experimentation: where designs explicitly consider phylogenetic relationships of taxa (see Webb et al. 2002) and conceptualize experimentation through effect sizes (e.g., Nakagawa and Cuthill 2007; Strauss et al. 2008 ). This approach would allow both the primary researcher and the meta-analyst to reach the broadest generalization possible and perhaps yield causal explanations for the diversity of ecological and evolutionary patterns observed among taxa. ., vol. 174, no. 3, p. 369) The Covariance Matrix of Phylogenetically Independent Meta-Analysis I begin with a formal description on how the correlation and covariance between pairs of effect sizes are statistically related and then outline how this relationship is used to define the elements of the covariance matrix for phylogenetically independent meta-analysis. This approach to estimating is used by all meta-analytical S S generalized least squares (GLS) methods that account for the statistical dependence that arises when a collection of effect sizes share a correlated structure (Hedges and Olkin 1985; Becker 1992; Glesser and Olkin 1994; Marín-Martínez and Sánchez-Meca 1999; Cheung and Chan 2004) . In the following section, I also show that a slightly modified version of Adams's (2008) phylogenetic meta-analysis will yield the same pooled effect size as the method presented below.
A correlation is formally defined as a scaled version of the covariance (Hedges and Olkin 1985) ; for example, the correlation between effect sizes and is defined as
Here, SD is the standard deviation of . Assuming that information on is already known, as well as
the SD for each effect size, then it is possible to rearrange equation (A1) to yield the covariance between and
The covariance equation (A2) has two important properties. First, when two effect sizes are fully independent (e.g., ), then their covariance will equal 0. Second, equation (A2) reduces to the variance of
an effect size when it is correlated with itself (e.g., ). For example, the covariance of is
These properties of equation (A2) allow for the proper codification of the elements of to simultaneously S weight effect sizes by sample precision and phylogenetic correlations. More precisely, for each pair of k number of phylogenetically dependent effect sizes, the rows and columns of become
Here, the off-diagonals of (when ) use the correlations found in the phylogenetic matrix P defined by S i ( j equations (5) and (6) while converting the known sampling variances of each effect size into standard deviations. These diagonal covariances serve to weight effect sizes by their relative phylogenetic correlation, where effect sizes derived from closely related species are downweighted in the overall meta-analysis. The main diagonal of S simply becomes equation (A3) because effect sizes are 100% phylogenetically correlated with themselves. This main diagonal serves to downweight effect sizes with large sampling variances because these effect size estimates may be more sensitive to sampling error.
Applying this covariance matrix to the GLS equation (8) will yield a phylogenetic-independent and S weighted pooled effect size. For a more straightforward description of how is used in GLS models and how it S satisfies the conditions for phylogenetic meta-analysis, it is necessary to define using matrix notation as S follows:
Here, D is a matrix containing the SD of each effect size on the main diagonal and 0s in all off-diagonals k # k (e.g., ), and P again is the phylogenetic matrix defined by equations (5) and (6).
Equation (A5) is the same covariance matrix described in equation (A4), and this matrix version of is also S found in Hedges and Olkin (1985) . Two important statistical conditions of the covariance matrix for GLS modeling are that is symmetric and positive definite (Groß 2003) . Equations (A4) and (A5) satisfy these S conditions as long as P is treated as a statistical correlation matrix with the following constraints: (a) taxa can be 100% correlated only with themselves, and (b) all off-diagonals contain the relative phylogenetic correlations among taxa ranging from 0 to near 1 but not equaling 1. Equation (4) serves to maintain these conditions during meta-analysis.
A few simplifications of equation (A5) can also show how retains the weighting properties of both S traditional meta-analysis and comparative analyses based on Brownian motion (BM) evolution. Assuming that effect sizes are not phylogenetically correlated, then , and the covariance matrix simplifies to P p I S p DID p . Here I is an identity matrix containing only 1s on the main diagonal and 0s in all
off-diagonals. This covariance matrix containing only the sampling variances of each effect size on its main diagonal is the same covariance matrix used in traditional meta-analysis (Hedges and Olkin 1985) . Pagel (1997) and Rohlf (2001) define the covariance matrix as fitting the assumptions of BM evolution when the raw branch lengths of the phylogenetic tree are explicitly used to define . That is, when P is defined with equations S Sp P (5) or (15) with . Simplifying equation (A4), by removing the meta-analytical component of (e.g., l p 1 S D p ), also yields the same covariance matrix used in comparative analyses assuming BM ( ). Figure  I S p IPI p P A1 further illustrates how more complex evolutionary models, such as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process, have a nested design that can also be reduced to BM. Further, assuming that there are no phylogenetic correlations ( ) and no differences in sampling variances among effect sizes ( ) results in P p I D p I S p . This reduction to the covariance matrix yields the simple arithmetic mean of effect sizes when DPD p III p I applied to the GLS equation (8) .
A Comparison with Adams's (2008) Phylogenetic Meta-Analysis
Here, I compare the evolutionary meta-analysis outlined in this article with Adams's (2008) phylogenetic metaanalysis. I reanalyze Adams's (2008) meta-analytical data on latitudinal patterns on body size in mammals to determine whether , as specified in equation (A5), provides a pooled effect size equivalent to that of the Adams S method for a fixed-effects model assuming BM evolution. However, the pooled effect size from Adams's paper is incorrect because the effect size data (contained in Adams's E vector) are misaligned with the phylogenetic correlation matrix (Adams refers to this matrix as , but I will continue to use P). Here, I provide the correct S (aligned) analysis of Adams's phylogenetic meta-analysis. To reanalyze these effect size data, I first extrapolated P from the phylogeny found in figure 2 of Adams's paper (see box A1 for this extrapolated phylogeny) and then aligned the species effect size data with P. This matrix and aligned effect size data were then analyzed with the R code available online for Adams's (2008) method (see Dean Adams's Web site: http://www.public.iastate.edu/ ∼dcadams/). Pooling effect sizes using Adams's approach resulted in , whereas assuming thē E p Ϫ0.067 pϪmϪa same evolutionary model (BM) but using evolutionary meta-analysis yielded a pooled effect size of
This difference between and is due to the variances in Adams's approach not having the same units
as the effect sizes. A brief description of the phylogenetic GLS transformation method used by Adams is necessary to describe why this unit problem will introduce bias into meta-analysis. In Adams's approach, the effect size data (Adams's column vector E) and the design matrix (vector X) are first transformed to have zero phylogenetic correlations before analysis using a traditional weighted regression. This transformation is achieved by multiplying E and X with the inverse square root of the phylogenetic correlation matrix P (see Garland and Ives 2000; Groß 2003) . These transformed vectors ( and ) are then integrated in a traditional Ϫ1/2 Ϫ1/2 P E P X weighted regression model as follows:
pϪmϪa Meta-analysis (via a weighted regression) uses the sampling variance of each effect size as its weight, where, for example, effect sizes with large variances get downweighted when pooling results. These sampling variances are the diagonals of the W weighting matrix. For most effect size metrics, these variances are actually approximations based on large-sample theory (Hedges and Olkin 1985) . This means that the sample sizes of studies heavily determine the variances. Because these variances are approximations, their efficiency to act as weights assumes that the variances approximate the distribution of the effect sizes. However, when is Ϫ1/2 P E used instead of E in a weighted regression based on W, this assumption is violated because variances in W (which are meant to approximate the distribution of E) are now used to weight transformed effect sizes with a different distribution:
. Thus, for Adams's method to provide unbiased (phylogenetically correct) pooled Ϫ1/2 P E effect sizes, it would have to also adjust W to the same evolutionary units as .
Ϫ1/2
P E A much simpler solution to the Adams problem is to first use the GLS transformation method to convert E and X via W, followed by a phylogenetic least square regression (PGLS) using P. This PGLS analysis, as described in equation (4) in Adams's paper, would apply E and X transformed via W as follows:
pϪmϪa Under this protocol, the required connection between the variances and effect sizes is retained, and what remain are the weightings based on phylogenetic correlations (P) to adjust these transformed effect sizes. Accounting for this source of bias in Adams's original meta-analysis results in the same pooled effect size ( ) E p Ϫ0.049 pϪmϪa as in the approach outlined in this article ( ).
Homogeneity Tests, Moderator Variables, and the Random-Effects Model
Moderator variables are the primary method to test hypotheses in ecological meta-analysis (Gurevitch and Hedges 1999). Here, behavioral or ecological characteristics (e.g., mating system, trophic rank, or geographic region) are used as grouping variables for effect sizes to test hypotheses in explaining heterogeneity among effect sizes. Moderator variables, or quantitative predictors and covariates, are integrated into meta-analysis by modifying the design matrix X of GLS models. This approach is akin to one-way ANOVA or regression (Groß 2003) . Here, I describe only how to include moderator variables in the design matrix; a description on how to test the significance of moderator groupings using within and between homogeneity statistics can be found in Hedges and Olkin (1985) . Moderator groups are integrated into meta-analysis by adding m number of columns to X that code whether effect sizes belong to a particular group. For example, the following design matrix defines how five effect sizes are divided among two moderator groups ( ):
[ ] 0 0 0 1 1 Applying this design matrix when pooling effect sizes using the regression equation (8) will yield as a vector P d containing two pooled effect sizes for each moderator grouping-these are weighted by variance and controlled for phylogenetic nonindependence. It is also possible to integrate a covariate c (e.g., a continuous variable such as migration rates or body size) by treating c as an additional column in X:
[ ] c … c
This design matrix will yield , a vector containing both the intercept and the regression coefficient-again, P d these statistics are weighted by variance and controlled for phylogenetic nonindependence. In the medical sciences, integrating a covariate in a GLS model is referred to as meta-regression (Thompson and Higgins 2002) . Using matrices (A8) and (A9) in equation (12) will test whether these groups (or the covariate) are useful to explain variation among effect sizes.
Methods
A necessary aspect of meta-analysis is reporting the inclusion/exclusion criteria used to collate the group of studies for synthesis (Cooper and Hedges 1994) . This helps identify sources of bias that can affect the representation of studies included in meta-analysis. This philosophy of transparency should also cross over to the approaches and methods used to collate data for phylogenetic tree construction. Below is a sketch of my inclusion/exclusion criteria for building a tree using genetic sequence data from GenBank. My approach is likely the most exclusive way of building a tree because the resulting meta-analysis will be based solely on taxa with available genetic data. However, for the purposes of this article, my approach is useful to (a) draw attention to taxonomic and genetic biases in public databases, and (b) to generate a phylogeny with relative branch lengths, which is important for testing evolutionary hypotheses with meta-analysis.
Partial sequence data useful for phylogenetic construction were available for 84% of 25 lepidopteran species analyzed in the original meta-analysis (  ; see table A1 ). These data were distributed across eight genes N p 25 (COI, COII, 12S rRNA, 16S rRNA, 28S rRNA, Cyt B, NADH, EF-1 alpha), but no one gene was available for all species. A more involved analysis could make use of these data; however, for simplicity, I limited my analysis to the mtDNA COII gene (albeit only available for 53% of the 25 species). This gene best resolved the topology of taxa following known published relationships (Nylin et al. 2001) . Further, COII data were not available for Zeiraphera canadiensis, but information existed for another species within the same genus (Zeiraphera diniana). I thus substituted information between these species, given that there were no other taxa from that genus included in the original meta-analysis. These 14 species belong to the suborder Ditrysia, and an additional two species from a sister suborder Incurvarioidea were selected as outgroups: Prodoxus gypsicolor (AF150920) and Greya variabilis (AF150909). All sequences were aligned with ClustalW (Larkin et al. 2007) and then visually inspected for consistency. This analysis found that GenBank data from Diatraea considerate did not align well (! 20% alignment) with other sequences, and thus this species was excluded from phylogenetic construction.
My final data set included 13 species with meta-analytical data plus two additional species serving as outgroups for phylogenetic construction. A Modeltest analysis (ver. 3.5; Posada and Crandall 1998) using Akaike's Information Criterion selection criteria determined that GTRϩIϩG was the best nucleotide substitution model for these data. This model was then applied to a maximum likelihood analysis using a heuristic search with tree bisection-reconnection (TBR) branch swapping and a stepwise addition starting tree with the ASIS stepwise addition option. This ML analysis was performed with PAUP * 4.0b10 (Swofford 2003 ) with a molecular clock assumption. Although these analyses were not calibrated against real time, the generated phylogeny still describes the relative temporal orderings of nodes (and relative intervening branch lengths), which again are necessary to test evolutionary hypotheses.
Using this phylogenetic hypothesis, I then performed an evolutionary meta-analysis to pool effect sizes across taxa using the following models: traditional (weighted) meta-analysis (labeled as N for normal); two BM models where the first was transformed with the ML estimate of phylogenetic conservatism ( ) and the second l p ML assumed full phylogenetic correlations among taxa ( ); and, finally, an OU model based on the ML estimate l p 1 of selection ( ). I then repeated these analyses using monandry and polyandry as a moderator variable. I b p ML further treated these moderator variables as hypothesized adaptive optima using two multioptima OU models. The first model assumed that monandry was the primary optima (for which selection will act to maintain) and polyandrous taxa have the derived optima. I report only the results for this direction in the evolution among optima because opposite ordering (e.g., monandry as ancestral) would yield similar results. My second and most complex model assumed that both monandry and polyandry are separate primary optima derived from a third unknown adaptive optima. Hypothesizing this model is necessary given that the origin of the mating system is unknown. All of these evolutionary hypotheses are found in figure 4 . Finally, for all GLS models I calculated homogeneity tests and AIC scores; these statistics will assess the fit of these competing phylogenetic models.
Results
As in the original meta-analysis by Torres-Vila and Jennions (2005) , females mated to virgin males had greater reproductive output than females mated with nonvirgins among 13 lepidopteran species (table A2) . A homogeneity test revealed significant variation among these 13 taxa under a fixed-effects model (table A2), but this variation was largely removed by parsing taxa into monandrous ( ) or polyandrous ( ) mating k p 5 k p 8 systems (table A2) . For simplicity, I will thus continue to assume a fixed-effects model. In addition, females of polyandrous taxa tended to have greater reproductive output than monandrous females when mated to virgin males (95% CIs of the two groups did not overlap; table A2). This latter result was marginal only in the original meta-analysis and was dependent on the further parsing of taxa by Rhopalocera (moths) and Heterocera (butterflies) taxonomic ranks (see Torres-Vila and Jennions 2005) .
Accounting for the evolutionary history of Lepidoptera did not significantly change the overall meta-analysis: female reproductive output is strongly affected by male mating history ( fig. 4; table A2 ). The GLS model with the best AIC score was the traditional (nonphylogenetically corrected) meta-analysis, whereas the meta-analysis with full phylogenetic correlations (BM with ) was the least effective in minimizing error when pooling l p 1 effect sizes. This was expected given that the ML estimate of phylogenetic conservatism of effect sizes ( ) was l near 0 (table A2) and the ML estimate of selection ( ) from the OU model was very high. Both evolutionary b parameters here removed all the phylogenetic correlations from meta-analysis, effectively modeling the same covariance matrix as traditional meta-analysis (e.g., ; see Diniz-
Filho 2001). These evolutionary models were further penalized for modeling traditional meta-analysis with evolutionary parameters (see AIC scores in table A2). A GLS model that included mating system as a moderator grouping had a higher AIC score than a model lacking these groupings (table A2) . This effect was also indirectly observed with homogeneity tests: parsing species by mating system significantly removed all within-study heterogeneity among effect sizes (table A2) . Thus, grouping species under monandrous and polyandrous mating system explained much of the variation in effect sizes across the 13 studies. However, as in the pooled analysis across all species, the evolutionary model with full phylogenetic correlations (BM where ) was least effective in explaining the patterning of effect l p 1 sizes.
Modeling mating systems as evolutionary optima also did not improve the fit of GLS models and indicated again that selection was strong-yielding an evolutionary meta-analysis that was equivalent to traditional metaanalysis (table A2 ). These models with hypothesized adaptive optima had poor AIC scores because they explained the same amount of information as traditional meta-analysis (with a moderator variable) but with additional (ineffective) evolutionary parameters. Models with strong selection indicate again that mating system serves as an important explanatory variable for female reproductive output-should the ML estimate of selection have been weak, then this effect would have indicated that treating each mating system as an evolutionary optimum did not serve as a good explanation for the patterning of effect sizes.
Should modeling meta-analysis with phylogenetic information have resulted in a better fit to the data, then analyses would have had only a small marginal effect of the weighting of taxa belonging to either Rhopalocera (moths) and Heterocera (butterflies) taxonomic ranks (table A3). Perhaps this indicates that the significant effect among mating systems when grouping taxa among moths and butterflies in the original published meta-analysis was not a product of having accounted for the shared ancestry among these classes. The significant effect may have been an epiphenomenon of some other unknown moderating characteristic that is closely aligned with these two taxonomic classes. Models with phylogenetic information would have also given more weight to two species from the grass moth family (Crambidae): Chilo partellus and Ostrinia nubilalis (table A3). These species were weighted more heavily in all analyses because they have the greatest shared mean branch length to all other species (see phylogeny in fig. 4 ) and are thus the least phylogenetically correlated with other lepidopterans.
Discussion
I found that only partial sequence data was available for 53% of the species included in the original metaanalysis-albeit my inclusion criteria were narrow and limited to one gene. This subsampling of the original meta-analytical data resulted in a significant mating system effect that was detected in the original study only after correcting for taxonomic ranks and likely decreased the power to detect a phylogenetic signal given the small sample size (table A2) . This bias also likely resulted in competing evolutionary models being less effective in fitting effect size data than compared to a model lacking phylogenetic information.
Dissecting the composition of effect sizes can provide further information for explaining these results with evolutionary meta-analysis. For instance, the effect sizes in Torres-Vila and Jennions's (2005) meta-analysis estimate the difference in lifetime fecundity between females mated with virgin and nonvirgin males. Among taxa where raw data were available, the lifetime fecundity of females mated with both virgin and experienced males had strong (nonzero) phylogenetic signals: fecundity with virgins ( ) and with experienced maleŝ l p 0.71 ( ). These strong signals match empirical data showing that fecundity is often highly constrained by bodŷ l p 0.8 size (Honěk 1993 ) and that size is phylogenetically conserved among Lepidoptera. In addition, there is also a shared correlated evolutionary history between testis size and body size among Lepidoptera (Gage 1994) . Presumably, this degree of trait conservatism would also be conserved experimentally across taxa, but the raw difference in fecundity among females mated with virgin or experienced males was not phylogenetically conserved ( ). l p 0.0 The results of evolutionary meta-analysis suggest that the mating difference in reproductive output of females is evolutionary labile and diverges rapidly and independently from constraints imposed by evolutionary history. This is expected, perhaps, given that mating with virgin and nonvirgin males has a direct effect on fitness and that the evolutionary meta-analysis found strong selection for increased fecundity when mating with virgin males (table A2) . This selection would erase the contribution of phylogenetic correlations due to shared ancestry. However, there is some evidence to indicate that mating system can serve a constraint given the significant effect of parsing studies as monondrous and polyandrous groups (table A2)-however, whether differences in mating system serve as an evolutionary constraint remains unclear (table A2). Figure A1 : An illustration of the nestedness of evolutionary models used to define the phylogenetic correlation matrix (P) for meta-analysis. Above the five matrices is the hypothesized phylogenetic relationship of three taxa. The raw branch lengths of this tree (indicated on each branch) are used to define the elements of P. The five P matrices are ordered from the most complex model of evolution (top) to the simplest model assuming no phylogenetic correlations (I). The equations for calculating P OU (OU p Ornstein-Uhlenbeck) is found in equation (6) and P BM (BM p Brownian motion) in equations (5) and (15). For example, assuming an OU model with negligible selection ( ) converges to the same matrix generated when assuming a BM model with a b p 0.0001 full phylogenic signal ( ). l p 1 Figure A2 : Alternative phylogenetic models for effect size evolution: having no phylogenetic correlations (N), having phylogenetic correlations based on Brownian motion (BM), and using an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (OU) having two and three hypothesized adaptive optima. The dotted and dashed lines indicate the start and end of the primary optimum for a particular mating system, and the solid lines indicate the ancestral optimum. In the two-optimum model, the monandrous species have evolved under the primary optimum, whereas polyandrous species have the ancestral optimum; this model is equivalent to a model that hypothesizes the opposite, where monandrous species have the ancestral state. Finally, the three-optimum model hypothesized that both monandrous and polyandrous species (dashed lines) are separate primary optima that are derived from shared but unknown ancestral optimum. Note that an OU model with one optimum is a BM model ( ; seefig. A1). BM ∼ OU 
Note:
Here k is the review sample size, and parentheticals for generalized least squares (GLS) models are the values of evolutionary parameters: phylogenetic signal, selection, and drift. ML indicates that these parameters were optimized via maximum likelihood. See figure 4 for definitions and details of the different evolutionary hypotheses tested.
a Here the ML algorithm failed to estimate selection and indicates the maximum range of values explored during optimization.
Table A3
The overall weights (W) of different taxonomic ranks on the mean effect size pooled across 13 studies (see box A1)
